= 0 and f(2) = 1. The class of all such functions / will be denoted by E. Then from hix) > x it follows that x = h 'ix) > h ix) >...> hix) > x which is a contradiction. The contradiction also follows from the assumption hix) < x. Hence hix) = x for all x in / and h°h = e. Next we consider the case where h is strictly decreasing. If x < y, then hix) > hiy) and zr Kx) < h( \y). Hence hr is strictly increasing.
But (A(2))(m) = ih{m)){2) = e(2)= e. Applying the first case to h(2) we get h = e. Therefore zr = e and A is an involution.
In particular, our theorem shows that the function g: I -» / appearing in our generalized functional equation (**) must be an involution. Thus (**) becomes nif + f°g)/2 =1 for zz even and in + l)//2 + Un -l)/2)f°g = 1 for n odd. Now if we want to extend the result from [l] to the re-dimensional case we have to have (**) since it is equivalent to Axiom (C) of Mielnik
